Fibo Wall system - A complete solution with Aqualock

Always check the panels, and make sure they are correct type, without any damage. All panels must be stored
inside the building for acclimatization for 72 hours.
Check that you have tools and
accessories requiered.
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Install horisontal strips to the studs, 4-5 pcs depending on hight
of the wall, and if it is necessary to have extra strengt for
installing additional accessories/bathroom furniture to the wall.
Alternatively the wall can be covered with 5/8 OSB sheets.

Measure the walls, and find what gives the best look.
(uniform size tiles)

Use a level and make sure everything is level/plum
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200mm

1/8"
Apply sealant on the backside of baseprofile

Cut the baseprofile and cornerprofile, install the baseprofile
1/8" above tray/tub.

Mark the width of the first panel, and use a level to mark a
vertical line on the strips, and meassure the height needed.
Note: Important that the first panel is level/straight
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Cut the first panel, dryfit to make sure it is ok .

Apply sealant on all cut surfaces and install the first panel.

Measure next panel, repeat the dryfiting then apply sealant
(to cut surfaces, around holes for faucet and tybes and in the
aqualock) and install, use Cleaner,and wipes to remowe excess:
1. Fibo Seal, 2. Fibo Clean, 3. Fibo Sealing Tool, 4. Fibo Wipes
Repeat procedure until you reach the last panel before the
corner
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Hold the cornerprofile in position and measure the gap in
top,middle and bottom , remember to save room for sealant
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Dryfit the panels without fastening the corner profile.
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Apply sealant on the cut edge of the panel and screw the
cornerprofile to the backside of the panel.
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Install/fasten the corneprofile to the strips with Fibo Screws,
clean excess sealant with cleaner/wipes
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Apply sealant in the corners, use Cleaner,and sealing tool to
remowe excess, and let it dry:
1. Fibo Seal, 2. Fibo Clean, 3. Fibo Sealing Tool
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Repeat pos. 16, and install the finishing profile on top
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Repeat pos.6-12
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Apply sealant in the baseprofile, and the gap between the tray/
floor and baseprofile. Use Cleaner,and sealing tool to remowe
excess, and let it dry:
1. Fibo Seal, 2. Fibo Clean, 3. Fibo Sealing Tool, 4. Fibo Wipes
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To finish the installation, screw diagonal trough the panelcore
and into the strips
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Cut and install L-shape profile for finishing

